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On the 29 November 2012 a report (RDWG_ContactPadReport.docx) written by Chris Haberle 

was submitted on behalf of John Marshall, lead scientist for RDWG, on the results of the RDWG 

testing of candidate contact pad materials. A total of 37 unique materials were proposed with the 

list being reduced to a final of three different types of materials. 

The final, selected candidates are (a) medium fiber stainless steel wool, (b) loop-side stainless 

steel Velcro, (c) Indium (In) that was molded into two different types of flat disks, one left as a 

flat, smooth disk and the other of which was customized to have 1.0 mm holes. 

A caveat with the flat In disk is that it did not effectively retain particles after collection at Earth-

normal gravity, but did collected well at a grain size range of 150-3000 µm. 

One important set of tests performed on In disks occurred during the reduced gravity flights in 

October. The bottom line here is that the customized In disk with 1 mm holes was an efficient 

collector of particles < 3000 µm (even fines < 60 µm). The flat In disk did not collect particles in 

the test material that were > 1000 µm (although smaller grain sizes were not used in the 

experiments). A concern was that in reduced gravity, the flat In disk would collect particles > 

3000 µm, which it did not and could compromise the clear closure of the sample return capsule. 

No tests using the other two pad candidates were performed at simulated gravity. 

Based on the data and the attached contact pad report from the RDWG, it is the recommendation 

of MSS that the following candidate material types be discussed with LM for flight: (a) medium 

fiber stainless steel wool, (b) loop side stainless steel Velcro, (c) indium molded into a disk shape 

and drilled with 1 mm holes. 

For the purpose of contamination knowledge, I also recommend that the mission laboratory 

perform a bulk analysis of each stainless steel materials for verification of their elemental 

abundances. 

Overall, it seems to me that In disk with 1 mm holes could be the best collector, although I still 

caution that we need to complete some additional research on this material (e.g., How (or if) 

does it react at simulated asteroid environment at different temperatures that might be relevant to 

the asteroid during collection? How may it react with the anodized Al from which TAGSAM 

will be constructed? 

One other approach could be to fly each material and alternate them as collectors. I leave the 

details of the recommendation to the PI to discuss with LM. 

The loop side stainless steel Velcro (option b) has been accepted and integrated into the 

spacecraft for all slots.  Material has been provided for science team chemical analysis 

when desired.   

This was based on 1) the absence of particles larger than the SRC accommodation requirement 

of 6mm (i.e.. not indium). 2) ability to extract sample from the material. 3) low probability of 

shedding (i.e. not steel wool).  For simplicity all pads are identical. 

 


